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CHAPTER I 

OF 

A method of seman ticai rncc.m115 

sentences, 
constants or individua1 descriptions) and predicators 

predicate expressions, including abstraction expressions). \~·e start 
semantical concepts of truth and L-tr-uth (logical truth) of sentences 
It is seen from the definition of L-truth that it holds for a sentence if 

its truth fo11o;.vs from the semantical rules alone \Vithout reference to 
facts (§ 2). 'I\yo S€ntences are called (materially) eqt-d''Dalent if both 

are true or both are not true. 'rhe use of this concept of equivalence is then 
extended to designators other than sentences. T,v-o individual expressions are 

if they stand for the same individual. T\vo 
one) are equivalent if they hold for the same individuals. L-equivalence 

is defined both for sentences and for other designators in such a 
manner that it holds for tvvo designators if and onlv if their eaui,_·ialen 
from the semantical rules alone. 1"-he concepts of 
in their extended use are fundamental for our method (§ 3). 

If t\vo designators are equi"lalent, 'Ne say also that they have the same 
extension. If they are, moreover, L-equivalent~ \Ve say that they have also the 
same intension (§ 5). Then we look around for entities which might be taken 
as extensions or as intensions for the various kinds of designators~ \Ve find that 
the foilo\ving choices are in accord v~~ith the t~.vo identity conditions just stated. 
We take as the extension of a predicator the class of those individuals to which 
it applies and, as its intension, the property which it expresses; this is in ac
cord with customary conceptions(§ 4). As the extension of a sentence we takt 
its truth-vaiue (truth or falsity); as its intension, the proposition expressed 
it (§ 6). Finally, the extension of an individuai expression is the indi,·idual tc 
which it refers; its intension is a concept of a new kind expressed by it, which Wt 

cali an individual concept(§§ 7-f)). These conceptions of extensions and inten· 
sions are justified by their fruitfulness; further definitions and theorems apply 
equally to extensions of all types or to intensions of all types. 

A sentence is said to be extensional with respect to a designator occurring ir 
it if the extension of the sentence is a function of the extension of the designa 
tor, that is to say, if the replacement of the designator by an equivalent om 
transforms the \vhole sentence into an equivalent one. A sentence is said to b€ 
intensional with respect to a designator occurring in it if it is not extensiona 
and if its intension is a function of the intension of the designator, that is t( 
say, if the replacement of this designator by an L-equivaient one transforms th• 
whole sentence into an L-equivaler.t one. A modal sentence (for exampie, 'it i 
necessary that .. .') is intensional with respect to its subsentence (§II). 1 
psychological sentence like 'John believes that it is raining now' is neither ex 
tensional nor intensional with respect to its subsentence(§ 13). The problem o 
the semantical analysis of these belief-sentences is solved with the heip of th 
concept of intensional structure (§§ u, 



EXTE~SIO:X INTENSIO.\ 

This section contains ex--planauons or a syn1oonc HiEguo.esc -;,) ::'JL-1vU.-' u:~ which 
\\·ill later ser/e as an object la-ngua.ge for the iliustrative application of the 
semantical methods to be discussed in this book. Further, son1e semantical con-

for later use; belong to the semantical 
_4..mong them are the 

to sentences. 'The tern1 

afi those expressions to vvhich a semantical 
term >,t;il1 be us--ed here especially for sentences; predicators 

and individual nVT\'1'".0"'-C.i!'inS 

§ L PRELIMI::s' ARY EXPLA:N" A TIO:N"S 3 

15 

came rro1n sorne 
valu

concepts of naming and 

'' ,., th . X • • ) • \,' " ere lS an X 

the other systems are closed 
addition to the two 

operators occur: the iota-operator 
1 x )' 'the ~~e 
\.. 9 v ~ • ! ' i__ V_Ll 

operator for abstraction expressions 
class) of those x which are such that .. x 

~ - 4. J.. • aoscracLion expression an 

and the lambda-

.'). If a sentence consists of an 
constant, it says that 

has the property in question. Therefore, ' 
/ ..... ,, 
\_.x,.)a 

means the same as' .. a .. ', that is, the sentence formed from' .. x . 
by substituting 'a' for 'x'. The rules of our system 'Will permit the trans
formation of' (Xx)( .. x .. )a' into'. a .. ' and vice versa; these trans
formations are rn.lled conversions. 

S1 contains constants nonlogical constants) of 

r [Notes] (see Bibliography at the end of this book). Quine;s views concerning the name
relation (designation) wiH be discussed in wliap. iii; and the conclusions ;.vhich he dra~;vs from 
them for the problem of quantification in modal sentences \vill be discussed in chap. ·v. 

~ [Review C.] and [Revie": Q.]. Church's conceptions 'vill be discussed in cha.p. iii1 in con
nection with those of Frege. Church's contributions are more in1portant than is indicated by 
the form of their Dublication as r-evie'"-~S. It is to be booed that. he ·will soon find the onoortu-
nity for presenti;g bis conception in a more compreh~nsive and systematic form. .. · 



c>IETHOD OF EXTENSION AND INTEXSION 

The number of 
constants n1ay 

constants, vlhich \Ve sh.all use in examples. 
translate then1 

Scotti, 

to 
of these 

expres
of any 

. ) 

an expression in 

§ 1. PRELI:MINARY EXPLANATIONS 

be used in the sense of 'declarativ"e sentence'. The ter 
for short. 'matrix' >vill be used for expressirn 

either sentences or formed from sentences by replacing inc 
:\ridual consta11ts \.Vith variables. a rr1atrix any nurr1ber of fr1 

to be of degree n/ for e 

and 1-2, 

sentence~ 

.l?..ule 
least one of 

truth for' 
two 

rules of designation. It 
result as an example: 

is true if and if Scott is a 

. 1\ sentence ®i V @5:i is true in 
is true. 

sentencE 
I-I and I-~ 

e 
on 

for'=' 1-t 

aton1ic senten 
constant is tr 

c: ;f Jr .l_J. and 'f J, 

for'='. A sentence B; = 0 1 is true if and 
both components are true or both are not true. 

There are son1e rules of truth for other (( 

responding to their truth-tables, and for quantifiers; another exam1 
of a rule of truth will be given in 3-3. The rules of truth together constiti: 

defi·nit-ion, for~ true iti S/, because they determirie, in combir 
the rules of designation, for every sentence in S, a sufficient a 

necessary condition of its truth (as is given for' Bs' in I-4). Thereby th 
give an interpretation for every sentence. Thus, for example, we learn fn 
the rules that the sentence 'Bs' says that (i11 other words, expresses t 

proposition that) Scott is a biped. For the purposes of our discussion it 
n'ot necessar;/ to give the \vhole definition of truth.~ It \vill sut1ice to p: 

4 The first definition of the semantical concept of truth was given by Tarski [\\~ahrheits 
gtiff}; I ha·ve given a slightly different form in {IL § 7. For nontechnical discussions of the 
ture of the sen1a:c.tkal coni:ept of truth see Tarski (Truth] and my [Remarks]. 



pose that a staten1ent in 31 
rneans the same as the 

EXTENSION AND n..;Tf..?\SION 

1n sucr1 a manner that it 
:,fore , we presup-

sentence in Sr 
sentence ;5 for 

true 
'the 

sentence ~ Hs: 1s true in n1eans the same as ~ \\l'alter 
()n the basis of ~true), some further sen1a11tical terrns fol--

sarne truth-

§ 2. L-CONCEPTS 

class 
e: 

extensional and modal 

upon, then it seerns con1ienient 
expressions of all those t_y-pes, but not 

w' 

there are variables in 
to 

§ 2. L-Concepts 

in 

By the explication of a familiar but vague concept 1;Ve rnean its replaceme 
a new exact concept; the former is called explicandum, the latter explicatu 

The concept of L-tn1th is here defined as an explicatum for \Vhat philosoph, 
call logical or necessary or analytic triith. The definition leads to the 
a sentence in a semantical system is L-true if and only if the semantical ru 

for establishing its truth. The concepts of L-falsity, 
L-equ-ivale-ru;e are defined as explicata for_ logical 

or entailment, and mutual logical implication~ 
tence is called L~detertni-natc if it is either L-true or L-false; other.vise it is call 
L-indeterminate or f G,{;tu,Jl. The latter concept is an explicatum for \".~hat Ka 
called synthetic judgments. A sentence is called 17 -true if it is true but not 
true; F-truth is an explicatum for vvhat is knov.,T1 as factual or 
contingent truth. The concepts of F-falsity, F-imolication. and 
are defined analogously . 

. ~fhe task of making more exact a ,·ague or not 
life or in an earlier stage of scientific 

• us 
developmer 



El<:T.E?"~STO~ ~t\XD I~~'T:ENSION 

or rather it bv a ne\vlv constructed~ more exact concept~ be-
and logical con-

struction. \Ve call this task of exnlicatin2. or of ~ivinrr an 
the tern1 used 

this 

fol
such a 

2-r isiul-
\Vhich ls intended 

§ 2. L-CONCEPTS 

the L-concepts with the help of the concepts oJ 

and range. Some ideas of Wittgenstein8 were the start
development of this method.9 

in Sr which contains for every atorruc sentence 
and no other sentences 

gives a complett 

It is easily-.- possible to lay· do\vn 

e\rery sentence in Sr 
a sentence holds in a state-description means, 

true if the 
A few examples vrill suffice to show 
sentence holds in a given state-description if 

'.§5i holds in a given state-description 
(3) V tSJ 

in it or ®i or 
if either both 0, and @:Si or neither of them hok 

se~+,,nc" ( e " ' !1-\.'-'j."' ..... \ ·6·1 

substitution instances of its scope ('Pa', 'Pb'. 'Pc' 
Jot§-:-()pera.tors and 

fo:mer, this •vill be shown later, see 8-2; for 
cAµ1a.uacion of conversion § r). Therefore, it is sufficient to lay down f 

that any sentence containing an operator of one of thesi 
same state-descriptions as the sentence 
the operator. 
those state-descriptions in which a given sentence @5 

holds is called the range of®,. All the rules together, of which we have jus 
given five examples, determine the range of any sentence in S,; therefore 
they are called rules of ranges. By determining the ranges, they give, to 

· gether with the rules of designation for the predicates and the individua 
constants (e.g., I-I and r-2), an interpretation for all sentences in S,, sino 

s (Tra.ctatusJ; see also [I!, p. I8f. 

9 The method which I sha.B use here 
~ scribed in [IL § 

atomic sentences 
as E. The 

atomic propositions. 

than, the one I ha-ve de 
here because S1 contain 

most convenient araong those kn.o~.">'n at present for the semantical construction of a syster 
of deductive logicJ I have used it 1 furtherrnore\ for modsl iogic in [:VlodalitiesJ and for in<lu< 
tive logic) that is~ the theory of logical probability or degree of confirmation in [Inductive 



OF EXTEl'~SION ,\ND IXTENSION 

of a sentence is 
true and in ·ivhich not, 

ouL 
T'he connection bet\veen that of truth is as foll•J\VS: 

1"'here is one and one 
that 

which describes the actual 
con t~u r1s all true atorr1ic sentences 

e\rery 

§ 2. L-COr\CEPTS 

shows that of 
convention 2-1 and hence is 

truth. If 0t holds in every state-description, ther 
th-e sernantical rules of ranges suffice for establishing this result. 

we see from the rules of ranges n1entioned above that 'Pa; hold 

case, even 
reference to facts. 

that 1.r'-/ Pa; holds in all the other state 
{Pa V .-.... Pat holds i1 

semantical rules establish also 
it hold 

leas 

sta te-descrip ti on 

to establish 

or entailment. The ucrn11L1va::> 

2-3. 
8.$ @st lS 

b. (Si 
C. 0i lS 

L-true. 

,_,_,@5i: is 

=rn the sentence 0, :::i 0; is L-true. 
0; (in Sr) =:or sentence €5t ~ @?i 

d. ®; is L-determinate S~) = Df @5-i is or L-false. 

The easily from together 
2-2: 

2-4. @5; is L-false if and only if®• does not hold in any state-description 
2-5. 0; L-implies 0 1 if and only if ei holds in every state-descriptioi 
in which es, holds. 
2-6. <:S, is L-equivalent to ®1 if and 
state-descriptions. 

if 0; and ®i hold in sam 

1'he condition for 
not possibly be true. 
it is not possible for 
for lTI 

stated in 2-4 means, in effect, that @5, can 
The condition for L-unpi1Cat10n m 2- 5 means tha 
~i to be true and for -01 to be false. The 
2-6 means that it is in1nossible for one of the t"\-\-, 

sentences to be true and the other false. Thus these results show tha 
, L-implication, and L-equivalence as defined 2-3a, c~ ma~ 


